0E-SPROPOE provides reliable surge protection for a single channel Power-over-Ethernet (POE) Gigabit Ethernet circuit. It is compatible with POE (IEEE 802.3af) and POE PLUS (IEEE 802.3at) power standards. Video surveillance cameras, DVRs, NVRs, access control panels and readers, telephony systems and other devices operating over POE can be protected by 0E-SPROPOE. It is designed for indoor use only and should be located in a telecom closet or listed enclosure.

- SINGLE GBIT POE CIRCUIT SURGE PROTECTOR
- SERVICE VOLTAGE: 48V
- MCOV: 64V
- VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN RANGE: L-G 100V/S=75-80
- PROTECTION MODE: L-G ALL 8 CONDUCTORS
- SURGE CURRENT RATING: 30A PER PAIR
- MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS CURRENT: 1.5A
- ABS PLASTIC ENCLOSURE
- OPERATING TEMP.: -40°F – 158°F (-40°C – 70°C)

PART #: 0E-SPROPOE
UPC: 811914024941
LENGTH: 1.7”
WIDTH: 2.9”
HEIGHT: 1.4
WEIGHT: 2.3 OUNCES
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR ADI SALES PERSON.

wboxtech.com